
their area was inundated with the 1916 flood.
1Q: So, she saw Mission Valley in its heyday of agriculture and
dairy. Well, so did you. You saw it before the freeway went
through and before any big development ever started.

Well, back to San Diego State College. Did you work during
your college years? Did you work during your high school years?
AO: Yes. Starting as a senior in high school I worked at the
Post Office at Christmas time. Back then we had to take an exam.
We had to know with 96% accuracy all of the streets of San Diego
to the correct postal area -- to the correct post office. Of
course, there were many fewer streets then and fewer post offices
so it wasn't that bad. But we did have to go and take an exam in
order to be able to work. There were a lot of applications

because it was during Depression times. It was a nice job to
have.
LO: Did you have to deliver the mail?
AQ: Yes. I delivered mail out of the North Park office but only
at Christmas time with the rush. Back in those early days, there
was a morning and an afternoon delivery and also one Saturday
morning. I don't think we delivered twice on saturday. There was
home delivery morning and afternoon.

During my Senior year in high school I started working at a
poultry market on 12th Street just north of Market -- Cameron's
Poultry Market. Everything was fresh -- chickens, turkeys, fish.
I'd go in at 7:00 in the morning or a little before and work
until 9:00 or 9:15 at night for three dollars. I'd get in there
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in the morning and would have to dress chickens, and, then, make
deliveries to the Pullman Cafeteria and others around the city.
Then I would come back. sometimes I would work behind the counter
in front. At the end of the day, I would clean out cages. At
lunch time, the boss would say, "We're busy today. See if you can
get back in 20 minutes." It was the same thing at night.
LO: He worked you hard.

AO: The owner was a Scotsman. He would say, "If you don't want
to do it, there are plenty of them out there who will." Three
dollars a day, from 7:00 a.m. until 9:00 p.m., that's 14 hours.
LQ: He was a regular slave driver.

AO: But it was something to do at that time. After graduation
from high school, during summers I worked in the City School's
maintenance shops. I was steam fitter's, plumber's, metal
worker's helper. I was a laborer. I would find myself digging
ditches, threading pipe by hand. In the summer time the boiler's
were not needed for heating so that was When all the maintenance
was done on them. So, I'd get inside of those fire boxes and
clean them out and re-brick them, or do Whatever was necessary to
get them ready for the next winter. So, I was black with soot at
the end of many, many, many days. It was hard work but it was
money and it got me through until Post Office work at Christmas
time which got me through until summer again.
LQ: It was good experience for you. How about your jobs in
college? Did you have any jobs in your college years?
AO: No, not until I went to Berkeley. When I went to Berkeley,
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in my first year of graduate school, I worked as an NYA student
[National Youth Authority] which was Government-assisted work.
That was good, though. I was a museum specialist there at the
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. I got 55 cents an hour. That was
great!

LO: Also, when you were a student at San Diego State College,
you were a reader and student assistant for Dr. Harwood. Tell me
about Dr. Harwood. Was he okay to work for?
AO: Oh, he was wonderful. He was one who had no children but he
was great to all the students. Even now when I talk to students
from the past, particularly those that have gone into medicine
and are doctors, they say, "Well, how is Dr. Harwood?"
LO: He was very well respected.

AQ: Yes. Both he and his wife were wonderful, wonderful people.
He was Zoology Chairman and, then, eventually the Chairman of the
Life Sciences Division.
LO: Working in the archives, I've come across his name many
times. It's always nice to be able to picture the person.
AQ: I can show you a lot of pictures, down in Mexico camping
with him. He was great to work for. As you say, I was his reader
and student assistant. He was very easy to work with. No problem.
LQ: How about some of the other faculty members at that time?
Who were some of your favorites and who were some of your least
favorites?
AQ: Well, of course, Dr. Harwood first of all. Dr. Crouch, who
is still coming to campus. I took comparative anatomy, human
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anatomy, physiology and ornithology from him. And, with Dr.
Harwood I had general zoology and genetics. Dr. Myrtle Johnson
was the Chairman of the Biology Department at that time. I took
embryology and marine invertebrates from her. I had Dorothy
Harvey for botany. I took geology from Baylor Brooks who had
great charisma and was a very inspiring professor. In both areas
we had student organizations. In the biological sciences we had
Phi Sigma xi which was a local honor society. You had to do a
research project, write it up, and give an oral presentation at a
meeting to the membership. I was active in that and ended up as
president at one time. In geology we had Delvers which was a
group of 12 (I think it was limited to 12) students who had a
minor in geology -- there was no major in geology. I was also a
Delver.

LO: And you were also in Alpha Phi Omega and were president in
your Senior year. What is this about the Signal Tarzan Club?
[indicating in Olson's scrapbook]
AO: I don't know.
LO: I came across that in there.

AO: I really don't know. The one I think about is the old Lions
Pie Eater's Club. The Lions men's clothing store was down around
Fifth and "E" in those days (before it went up to Broadway). For
youngsters on their birthday, they would get one of those little
six inch pies (an apple pie, or a berry pie). You could go down
to the store on your birthday if you were a member of the Pie
Eater's Club. I forget what other benefits came from it. But the
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Tarzan Club, I don't know.
LO: There was also something else here -- the Fisher Body
Craftsman's Guild. Maybe that had something to do with a work
permit for yourself because I noticed that to work at Cameron's
Poultry you had to have a food handler's permit.
AO: Is that the stage coach thing where you make a model stage
coach? That could well be. There were Fisher automobile bodies
and the stage coach bodies -- it seems as though there's a tie-in

there. It's too far back.
LO: This is a picture of Phi Sigma xi.
AQ: Here's Harwood.
LO: There's Crouch down there.
AO: There's Myrtle Johnson. This is Margaret Harvey, Dorothy

Harvey's daughter. Marvin Darcy actually did some teaching about
this time in the Biological Sciences. Gordon Haworth, we were
roommates at Berkeley. Ruth Giaciolli and her brother, Bill.
She's long dead of cancer. This is George Lindsay. He became
Director of the Natural History Museum in Balboa Park and, then,
became the Director of the California Academy of Sciences in San
Francisco. This is Fred Thorne who became County entomologist.
He's still a great collector of butterflies. Jim Deuel, here, I
sometimes used to hitch a ride with him on his motorcycle to come
out to the campus. Usually my transportation out to the campus
was by bus. (There was a bus that started from Park Blvd. and
University and came out El Cajon Blvd to the campus maybe once in
the morning and there was one going back at night. The rest of
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the day it went back and forth between the college and EI Cajon
Blvd. I'd catch the bus at Park and EI cajon and come out to
College Ave. and, then, get on the college bus.) Emery Johnson,
he was one of the officer's in this and became an M.D. He's an
osteopathic physician and surgeon.

LO: That's you. This is the year before you graduated, too. This
is '38. There's also '39. Pretty much the same group of people
are going to be in there. I couldn't find Delvers [was not in Del
Sud that year). I looked through and couldn't find it for some
reason. Your class picture is in here too.
AQ: Here's two brothers. Here's a Couvrette. That's a good San
Diego name. Here's Gordon Haworth and this fellow, Dick Neal, and
I shared an apartment at Berkeley in 1939-40. Here's Margaret
Harvey and her mother, Dorothy.

LO: Did Margaret Harvey teach out here as well as Dorothy?
AO: No. She went into library work. I think she went to Pomona
or Clairemont College and got a master's degree. She didn't
pursue work in biological science.

LO: But she's in the picture because her mother's there.
AO: Well, of course, here, she was probably a major in zoology
and had a minor in botany like I did. Genevieve Rainwater was a
teacher at Hoover High School through the years. There's Dr.
Harwood again. Carl Engler went on to get his M.D. as an
opthalmologist. He's retired from his practice and lives out in
Rancho Bernardo now. He taught as an instructor in marnmalogy.
Many of us were students in that class in that year. John Fitch
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became Chief of Marine Fisheries in the state of California. He
died five or six years ago.
LQ: It sounds like quite a successful group of people, here.
AO: Livingston was a math instructor and he lived up on the next
corner from us. He lived at Campus and Monroe Avenue. Howard
Cooper, here, we were in the Scouts together. He lives and had a
florist business out on El Cajon Blvd.
(Tape Two. Side One)
AO: Adan Treganza, he lived in an apartment across the street
from us on College Avenue in Berkeley. He was into archaeology
and anthropology. He went and taught at San Francisco State until
his death, five years ago.
LO: How long did this pUblication (Delvers Annual) run?

AO: It was an annual. I've got a number of copies of it. Here's
this trip to Yosemite by Frank Ono: "June 20, 1937, 3:25 a.m.,
Sunday morning, found Trig," -- that would be Treganza who went
to San Francisco State -- "Andy, and myself started a trip to
Yosemite National Park." We went up there and climbed Half Dome.
We visited one of our Delver members who happened to be at San
Quentin at the time. It says, "After quite a long chat with Fred,
we again crossed the Golden Gate Bridge and headed south for
home."
LQ: Happened to be in San Quentin?
AQ: Yes. He came to protect his sister. This fellow was coming
into the house with no good in mind and they shot him.
LQ: And he ended up in San Quentin for that?



AQ: Yes.

LO: Do you have more of these?

AQ: I have a number of them. I'm trying to encourage the Geology
Department to set up a library of these things.

1Q: We probably do have Delvers Annual but I'm not sure how many
we've got.

What about some of the special activities that you took part
in? Do you remember some of the field trips you took?

AO: We went up to Trona, Searles Dry Lake up in Mojave -- that
was a rather extensive trip. One of the more interesting local
ones we got onto through an uncle of mine who was working at
Banning. He arranged for us to go into the tunnel that was being
dug for the Metropolitan Water District to bring in water from
the Colorado River. This aqueduct was bringing in water under
Mount San Jacinto. We went down into the tunnel on an elevator.
He fixed us up with all the rain gear and hip boots and took us
right up to the head where they were doing the drilling and
blasting. We were probably half a mile underground. That was
exciting.

And, then, we had many local desert trips often associated
with classes. Also in Delvers, we prepared a geological map of
Palomar State Park back when the Observatory was being assembled.
One time we walked through the big round cylinders that were part
of the support of the scope while they were still on the ground
and not yet assembled.

LO: I've heard that the faculty advisors/members didn't have to
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worry so much about insurance for the students, getting release
forms, and that sort of thing for the field trips the students
took back then.
AQ: That never came up that I know of. Even in post-war field
trips, we never worried about that. Of course, in the immediate
post-war years, those were the best years ever! We'd lost years
due to the war, and when the G.l.s carne back to school, they were
out to make every minute count. They were mature and there was no
problem. My wife and I would go to the dances, presumably as
chaperons, but heck, we were just having fun with the students.
LQ: Well, you, after all, were in the military as well. You were
in the Army Air Corps., and when you got back, you started
working here immediately. So, you weren't much older than the
students that were here. You were probably the same age.
AO: I was the same age as a lot of them. Of course, I had gone
on and had three years of graduate work after San Diego State. I
had one year at Berkeley and two years at the University of
Idaho. It was after that when I went into the Service.
LQ: You went into the Service, and, then, you came to State,
and, then, you got your doctorate. Tell me about your doctorate
years. Between 1950 and 1955 you were taking courses at Oregon
State University.
AO: That's a good question. I got a leave of absence in the year
1950 to 1951 and went to oregon State, Corvallis. I got a 25-foot
house trailer and went up there. At the time I had a little son
approaching 3/4 of a year old.
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La: You lived in Smith's Trailer Court.

AO: Yes. It was adequate. It was walking distance from campus.
The wife and I were both veterans. She also took classes and we
were supported by the GI Bill of Rights. She was a registered
nurse and worked nights at the hospital in Corvallis so that we
were able to make ends meet. I did three quarters on the campus
and, then, for the summer quarter we went down to the Oregon
Institute of Marine Biology at Charleston and took all the course
work that I could there. Much of it was teaching lab to myself. I
took Marine Algae and I was the only student. I had to go out and
do all the collecting and identify the plants. Dr. Phinney, from
Oregon State, came down at the end of the summer and queried me.
I turned the collection that I had made over to him.
La: So, you really worked independently.
AQ: I took all of the course work I could in that one year when
I was away from here. Following that, it was a matter of going
back each quarter, registering, taking the exams which I was
working toward in absentia and conducting my research down here
on parasites of the grunion. I remember one of those summers I
spent a lot of time out at Cuyamaca Park. During the week,
campsites were not too crOWded. I would study in the day time and
relax in the evening with the family until the kids got to bed.
Then I could go to another campsite with my Coleman lantern and
study into the wee small hours. I really worked hard that one
summer and, then, went to Corvallis. On Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday I took all of the written preliminary exams in six
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different subjects. This was four hours in the morning and four
hours in the afternoon for three days. The students up there
would take one or two a quarter but I did it all at once. On
Thursday morning I took my French and German reading exams. I was
fatigued, to say the least, but I lived through it and passed
them all.
LO: You really stuck with it. Were you feeling pressure from the
Administration here to get your Doctorate?
AO: I considered it a must. I had made a commitment. In 1941 I
sent in an application to Dr. Hepner. My notation here says, "Dr.
Johnson wrote and told me to send in a letter of application, so
I am sending in the following." That was only after one year at
the University of Idaho. As much as anything, I think that just
having this on record ... On April 2, 1946, I got this from Dr.
Harwood: "The president asked that I clench the deal with you if
possible. The procedure is that you fill out the enclosed
duplicate form, sign it in the designated places, and you'll be
designated as a teaching assistant with a salary of $2340.00 per
annum ..II

LQ: So, it was a very relaxed process, then.
AO: On June 6th, I got this from Dr. Hepner: "Thank you for your
letter of June 3rd. We are happy that you are to become a member
of our staff and look forward to our association next year."
LO: How wonderful. You didn't have to make trips there for
interviews.
AQ: No. Of course, he was taking Dr. Myrtle Johnson's and Dr.
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Harwood's word for a lot of it. They wanted me so he went along
with it. For me, Hepner goes back to Junior High School
graduation at Roosevelt. He was the Superintendent of Schools in
San Diego, and he was the one that came up and gave us our
diplomas. Then, he came out here in 1935 which was the same year
I started out here as a student.
LO: The interesting thing about that is that he started out as
President. I guess some of the faculty members didn't like the
idea of him being here. They thought, "Well, he is Superintendent
of Public Schools. How is he going to be a good president?"
AO: That was a concern, I know. It was bad enough that they were
putting the college way out here. Pacific Beach and the Morley
Field area at Balboa Park were preferred by so many people
instead of coming way out here in the country.
LO: Just think about the growth of the campus. That growth
wouldn't have been possible at those sites.
AO: That's true.
LO: Before we go too much further on SDSC, do you have anything
to tell me about your years at the university of Idaho?
AO: My year at Berkeley I was taking vertebrate natural history
courses. In fact, I got my first experience of a Nobel Laureate
there with Dr. E.O. Lawrence with whom I took physics. He had
just gotten the Nobel Prize. But he was gone half the time. He
was off getting all of his accolades and awards because of the
Nobel Prize. This Carl Engler, whom I pointed out in one of the
pictures, was the Godfather for one of our boys. He preceded me
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at Berkeley. Raymond Hall, whom I worked for at the museum, had
recommended Carl to fill a teaching fellowship at the University
of Idaho. There was another person two years after him, and,
then, in 1940, they wrote down to Berkeley and asked them to
recommend someone. Dr. Hall called me into his office and said,
"If you'd like to go, I'll recommend you and it should be a
cinch." I was on NYA, just getting along. This teaching
fellowship was great because it was $50 per month -- $500 for a
year -- which at that time was great. I went up there and for
$27.50 per month had room and board. I didn't have to wait on
tables. When the bell rang, I went down and ate. I was able
again, with working summers at City School's Maintenance, to make
ends meet. The stipulation was that I would continue the study on

birds of northern Idaho. This was what the two preceding people
had done. We each collected specimens and through field studies
contributed information about the birds of Northern Idaho. That
comprised our thesis.
LO: Did you find that interesting or was that something which
was, kind of, foisted on you?
AO: Oh, no. I loved it. At that time I had assisted in the
ornithology course, and assisted in biological photography, and
taught general zoology labs but the research got me out in the
field. I had a forestry major as a roommate. Whenever he was out
in the field doing his forestry, I was doing my birding.
LQ: It must have been wonderful.
AQ: It was great. I'd had the experience at Berkeley of
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preparing mammal and bird skins so I was doing the same thing at
Idaho, developing the bird collection for reference.
LO: Before we go on to the military, do you want to tell me
anything more about your college years?
AO: Nothing else comes to mind. I've been digressing a lot but
there's so many things that interrelate. I guess that's one
problem with having been around here so long is that so many
things dovetail.
LO: All of it is very pertinent, so don't feel that you're
digressing. I wanted to ask you about your wife, Lillian. I hear,
through the grapevine, that you met in New England when you had a
bad back -- or somebody had a bad back.
AQ: I had surgery on it. I had a pilonidal sinus at the end of
the tailbone. I was in the Air Corps as an aerial photo cadet. I
started out at Seymour Johnson Field at Goldsboro, North Carolina
for basic training. On Mayday 1994, my cadet class went up to
Yale University in New Haven by train. That's where I had four
months of training. Every day we had a physical fitness class
where we'd jog out around New Haven or do exercises in the six
story new gym at Yale. One day each week we got on the hardwood
floor in the gym and we had "supine Charlie" as we called our
instructor. Everything was done on the floor sit-ups and
everything. Apparently, that irritated my tailbone area where I
had the pilonidal sinus. I had never been aware of it before
that. It caused me trouble so I went out and had it lanced. They
put sulfa on it but it needed surgery. A Colonel and Commanding
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Officer at the hospital, who considered himself an expert on
pilonidal sinuses, wanted to do it. It meant 10 weeks of
recuperation. One of the nurses that was out there was Lillian
Crannan. We got acquainted. She was an officer a Lieutenant
and I was a lowly cadet. There wasn't supposed to be any
fraternizing but we did manage to go to a Red Cross concert at
the hospital auditorium for our first "date." We were able to sit
together. Eventually, when I was more ambulatory ••• well, we both
liked the people in the Red Cross and they cooperated with us and
put me in the back of the Red Cross ambulance to get us off the
hospital grounds. There was a little bar and grill near the
hospital. We'd sit in one of the back booths. We got to know the
manager pretty well. When it was time to leave, he'd check to see
if there was anybody from the hospital out front. If there was,
he'd let us out the back door. When there was a possibility that
we'd be returning late, she would arrange with the on duty nurse
of the upstairs ward to leave the fire door open so I could sneak
in after hours. Anyhow, we got acquainted.

The recovery period got me away from my class of cadets. The
Air Corps phased out the training at Yale University and I
finished up at Lowery Field in Denver. She took the train out and
came to visit me there just before I was commissioned so that we
could get a little bit better acquainted and engaged. She was
able to get off on leave while I COUldn't. After I was
commissioned in December, I went down to Tucson, Arizona. On July
25, 1945, we were married in Tucson and she came down there. We
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hadn't seen each other in the meantime.
LQ: I heard some story about when you were in Tucson a flight
arrived with a bunch of packages on it.
AQ: When she carne down to get married, she had a train ticket,
so I assumed she was coming in by train. I tailored my schedule
around that. But somebody back there at the airbase where she was
in Wisconsin said, "Well, why don't you see if you can get a
flight?" She arranged that and spent a night in Texas at
Officer's Quarters. The next morning she went to the flight
center and asked about a flight to Tucson. They said, "We don't
know of anything going to Tucson." It happened that a pilot was
standing there, putting in his flight plan. He was going to
Phoenix. He said, "Well, I'm going to Phoenix. I can get you
there and it will at least be a lot closer than Texas." She said,
"Fine." Apparently, they had her up in the cockpit area and she
told him she was corning out to get married. so, he said, "Well,
I'll drop you off in Tucson." I guess they called ahead and I got
the word at the base photo lab to have an enlisted man and a
truck meet the cargo plane coming in with 10,000 pounds of
equipment. I had stuff on order and I was expecting a shipment,
so I went out with the truck and all to meet the plane. I opened
up the big cargo door and out she carne. What a surprise!
LO: So, that's the story. George Sanderlin told me a little bit
about that. I think it's terrific. Tell me about what you did
when you were in the Army Air Corps in aerial photography.
AQ: I was base photo officer and directed all of the aerial



photography at Davis-Monthan Airbase in Tucson. When I first
arrived there, it was New Year's Eve. New Year's Day morning I
was taken into the radar facility. Radar was so top secret at
that time, I had to go through two security checks to get to the
radar. They told me that my assignment was to develop a camera
that would photograph a full sweep of the radar scope. They
needed this for their training. with the B-24's all their bombing
was visual bombing and they could see the target and take a
picture of it. But with B-29's, where they were above the clouds,
going over industrial targets and doing everything by radar, they
had to have a picture of the radar scope. Also, on the B-24's the
cameras were all manually operated (you put somebody in there
with a camera) whereas on the B-29's the cameras were back in a
non-pressurized portion so that everything had to be by remote
control.
LO: And you developed such a system?
AO: We did it because of the changeover from B-24's to B-29's.
They were still modifying B-24's. At Tucson, Consolidated
Aircraft (now General Dynamics) had a modification plant for
B-24's. I was assigned by the Air Force to assist with the
conversion of the bomb bay of one into a camera station with
oblique cameras and vertical cameras and so on, for aerial
photography. They wanted to try that out to see how it would
work. They called me over at Convair. We took off and I had a
Sergeant with me. We each had a hand-held camera. They said,
"Where do you want to go?" One of the engineers at Convair said,
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"Well, I've never been to the Grand Canyon." So, we took a B-24

and dropped into the canyon of the Little Colorado River and went
the full length of the Grand Canyon, looking up at both rims,
with our cameras going continually. We had five cameras going the
length of the Grand canyon and we got a lot of good pictures.
LO: I bet.

AO: I was responsible for all of the cameras in the bombers. The
bomb crews couldn't get credit for their flight's missions if
they didn't have the pictures to back them up for evaluation. We
also had the GSAP cameras (gun sight aiming point cameras) that
were in the fighters. That was movie film. We had to process
that. We worked 24 hours a day, seven days a week. I was putting
in 16 hour days (starting at 3 o'clock in the morning) getting

the camera crews set up with their cameras before their flights.
I never left the States. I went from Tucson to EI Paso -- Bigg's
Field, that's where I finished my military service; I stayed on
as base photo officer. When I got to Texas, I was three days from
going to the orient. The Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings slowed
the war and they formed only half of the proposed bomb wings.
(July 15. Interview continued>

AO: ...In the Fall semester, I was teaching ecology. Ecology was
just phasing out at that time. I started ecology in 1957 and
taught it as a course myself until 1963. Dr. Bohnsack came and
took one semester. After that we had George Cox come in from the
University of Chicago, and we sort of turned ecology over to him.
It's flourishing now as a big part of Biology [Ed note:


